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ABSTRACT

TIME' MB RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ,FOR SMALL SCHOOLS

Idited'by, Don and Barbara Miller

Effective time and resourcemanagement is a necessity in all
-schools, particularly in small schools which make so many kinds of
:demands on each'staff member.

To meet successfully the chalTenge of providing a quality education
in a small' school, every available resource should be usedi.staff"and
community surveyed to determine special skills or-interests that can be
shared with students), and communication Tines developed and maintained-
among staff, students, administration and community.

This publication is a collection of materials by prarc(Itioners on
managing time and resources, time Management for administrators and
teacher-managers, team management, time management in the elementary
sohOol, student scheduling, independent study, people management, tommu-

, nity schools, group guide counseling, volunteer aideS, facility devel-
opment planning, curMculum review and chahge, the relationship of
the brain/mixid and implications for education, implementing public- law
94142, career education, media skills for K-12, music, using the news-
paper as a resource, reading for'sloW learners; science fun, -, social
,studies as one of the basi-cs, and,writing (composition) improvement
techniques.

However, it is impossible to
%
cover every facet of time and resource

.

management for small schools in one paper; Most of-the chapters con-
tained in this paper. are edited from. presentations made at the thir-
teepth annual small schools summer- inskitute, "Time and. Resource Aanage-
mera for SmaJ -1 Schools," sponsored.by tha-Oregon Small Schools Associa-

June 12 -16, 1978; at Willamette University. in Salem,-Oregon. A
fewadditional chapters have been included to make'it more

Small schools can be good schools; in fact, they can b the best
anywhere, provided.time dnd rksources are managed well, .

,
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All articles except these marked wIlF0
tapes and 'summaries .of and'sp
annual, small Schools'sUrrimer institute,
Management for-Small Schools,!'held at
Salem, Oregon, June fZ716, 1978, spons
SM411 Schools ASsOCiation.

sterisks are edited
eChes_at'the 13th
"Time and ge§ouroe
illainette UhiVersity,
Iced/ by,the Oregon

**Articles with asterisks are-edited :fr m personal interviews
and materials supplied subsequent to.the smell schools summer
institute.
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In a recent speech, Dr. Madeline Hunter, Principal of the University
Elementary School et 0.C.L.A.: said, APTime.is the coin of teaching.
That is what we have to spend to create learning. Time is the only way,
we are treated'equal; everyone of Us has the same number of minutes in
an hour. How w4 spend these minutes in teaching'makes the difference."

Effective time and resource' management is a necessity in all sdhools,
Particularly in small schools which makes so many different kinds of
demands on each staff member.

Oregon has been fortunate to have esca$ed What Jonathan Sher calls'
"the conventional wisdom"' of legislation ordering tonsolidation of
small school districts. On May 26, 1978, the Oregon State Board of Edu-
cation approved a Small' Schools Position Papers,

The State Board of Education supports'each community's right to
fulfill its obligatiow.to provide a quality Oducation,that operates
within the framework ofithe minimum standards. Small school dis-
tricts are financially rfsponsible for their educational programs
and should have the optidh-pof o rating their own schools if they
choose.

Two hundred five of Oregon's 329 operating' school districtS
-12 high school:attendance areas :Within,t'Ounty unit systems are -
Small schools. in its report to the "Oregon Department of Educa7
tion April 1, 1974, the Small. Schools Task Force stated:

e
The small school is'defined.as having 1 ,000or fewer average
daily membership for the unified district or high school
attendance center .and theelcmentary schools `that .feed into
it; the thirty-one unified:districts, without operating-high
schools; and small lementary and union high districts with
350'ADM-Or fewer.

The Department of EdUcakion,, through a full-time Small Schools
Office, will provide assistance to the small schools in'developing
and maintaining, a quality education by:

a. ,;:brokering assistance.otthe Department of Education
and other appropriate agencies to meet the needs of
small schools: ,

b. providing personalized ''field service to small schools,

c. identifyirt and creating an awareness of promising
practices, of s6all schools from throughout the state
and the nation.

vi
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d. servng-as liaison among the sthall s ols and between
the small schools and the Department Of Education,

e. coordinat.ing activities espetially for small schools.

To meet successfully the challenge Of.proViding a quality educa-
tion in a small schOol, every. available resource must be mustered..
Even very small communities have untapped 'resources which can be mar-
shalled to aid -their task of providing the best possible instructional
program. Staff and community should be surveyed to determine special
skills orInterests that can be shared. with students; be imaginative
in time arrangements; and, all,.communication lines should be-
developed among staff, students, administration and community.

Small schools can be good, schools; in fact, they can be the best
anywhere, provided timetand resources are managed Well'.

DON MILLER

1Sh rT Jonathari Education in Rural America, Westview Press, Boulder,
Colorado, 1977
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----Webster's dictionary defines 'manage' as "judicious use of means
to accomplish an end." Each person is al lOted exactly, the same amount ,

of time,. Time manag,4ent, then, is the judicious use of:time to accom-
plish a task or a goal and has been employed in this paper to Cover, .,

Time Management for Administrators and Teacher-Managers; Team Management;
Time Management in the Elementary'School; Student Scheduling, The Quarter
System, The Trimester Schedille; Independent Study.r"
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TIMEr, MANAGEMENT FOR ADMINISTRATORS
AND TEACHER-MANAGERS

Kenneth Erickson
Field Training and.Service Bureau.,

University of Oregon

In ordel- to improve output for time spent, itis impor ant to
recognize these facts:'

There is little correlation between effectiveness anc1 the amount
*of time spent on the, job.

'There is high correlation between effectiveness
of time spent On high-priority objectives.

Effective,people' plan and control their time; ineffective People
are controlled by events and constitu nts,

Effective people keep time audits periodically so they know
where their time goes. They work systematically to manage
the little discretionary time that can be brought under their
control..

a.

and'the amount

Effective people build on strengths--their own a d'tnose of
their superiors,; colleagues, and °students.

planning' is essential in effectively managing 1esponsiblities.
Most people consider planning to be important: but their
actions reveal that'impromptu demands on /heir time are treated
as if they are of greater importance than planning. Procras-

. tination is ,attractive, and it is easier. talOrstpone Planning
to some future date. But, without planning, .we are continually
directed by the whims of others.

It is essential to identify' those few, critical, hard-to-delegate,
make-or-brea& tasks and .always attend to,those first. Important
tasks are sacrificed when pressures of the moment are allbwed to
deterdine-activities.

It is equally' essential to identify low-payoff tasks. Once
these are known, they should be discarded or delegated to
make time for objective planning.

The only real choice is to do first things,first. ievoigtil° majoring,

in 1[nors or you might resemble the woodcitter who said, "I
never- have time,to sharpenmy saw because I am too busy cutting
down the trees."

a.
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. - .

. In managing 4, sehOol estrlct or the classroOM,,delegate signi!-

4 ficept responsibilities to employees; vOlunteers..'dt telpupils for
all possible operations.

0

Se-a manager and make' employee orstudent:responsjbilitie
.

thallenglng;-avold the super-mom or super.dadrole that denies,
others meaningful "duties

' , a
,

. ,.,

Those who are challenged developapaciiies even they never.
knew they had. Surveys show thpt enthusrastit workers who,'
achieve rettats are those'. Whose abilities' are challenged and
utilized. .

(

Those who are perfectionists and feel9 indispensable 'tend to.
'make others' tjsks too small and lacking in .challenge. Remeiri

ber, 'the cemeteries are fil-le0 with indispensable-peeple.?

Spend time on duties which draw the highest hourly rate

not
pay

and
all -students or volunte(Vs--might do.

)1

avoid activities that someone who is paid less or nO't at

4-las been found that teacherslan tramsfer 21 percent qf
their time, from routine functions to the critical professional
AfUnctrons when using a vOlunteer. The amount -of adult time
)with individual students more than,triOles when volunteers are
used

4

The greatest labor saving'device in the world is use of the
word, "No." The majority'of, educators suffer from the gold
heart,yeak mind syndrome and acceptaan excessive number of
'responsibilities because of their inability to say "No."

One of the deepest principles of human nature the desire
to be appreciated. Good workers and students tend to regi-ess to the
mean if they don't receive positive reinforcement. Human nature is
inclined tO depreciate rather than appreciate others. Those who
feel that if their employees or students will know they are appre-
ciated if they aren't criticized for their mistaket fail' to under-
stand that the absence of criticism.is not equated with praise.

Millions of people stiffer from a-peculiar malnutrition -- they're
overfed with criticism And'starved for recognition and praise. Attend-

.

pqsitively'to each pers-on's self-concept. Destroy self-importance and
you destroy, the person.



TEAM MANAGEMENT

The team.managemerft approach.to school administeation can
.

be used regard.fpsS'ptthe'sizp,of the school district and number of
school aciministrptors.. s Wharf required, is involvement, of each. of
the team meMbers,,delwatiob'of.responsibil.ity an,Outhority to
eachand regular meeOngs for discussion; analysis, planning, and
feedback. The team can be only as effective as'each of the indivi-
dual team members.]

At the outset, the team should know whether its function be
advisory, decision-making, or a combination of-the two.

Umatilla School District, Umatilla, Oregon, has successfully
used this team approach: since August 1974. The team consists of
the superintendent, high school principal,.eleMentary school princi
pal, and supervisidr of Maintenance and transportation.. The team
meets everyTuesday'morning,' and each of the.four members reports.
Decision-making 'is:shared.with the superintendent. All team
members attend school board meetings and report on.the'areas of
their responsibility to the board.

Responsibilities arc divided' in this manner:

Superintendent's Responsibilities:

Overall operation of the school district,
School district budget,
Conducting school board meetings,
Teacher contracts,
Supervision of food service and cafeteria,
Health services.

High School Principal's Responsibilities:

Operation of high school,
Secondary curriculum,
Coordination of district activities,
Supervision and evaluation of secondary teachers,
High school budget,
ASB accounts.

Elementary School Principal's Responsibilities:

Operation of elementary school,
Elementary curriculum,
Coordination of district curriculum,
Supervision and evaluation of elementary teachers,
Elementary school budget.

-5-



Supervisor of Maintenance and Transportation Respon,s1bilities

Care and upkeWofbuildlngs'and grounds,,
Care and upkeep' of district:vehicle$,

.

District transpOriatlonyproaram, including students to.and,
from school and activities and athletica;, '. .

u) -
-Superyision and evatUation,of maintenance and.trans0OrtatiOn .

personnel. ,,_,,,
...

-:

Umatilla is one of those small towns that has been.and is growing
at a phenomenal rate, having more than doubled-its 'School enrollment
in rive short years. The> management team has made it possible to cope
with this growth.

In a smaller district the team might consist of the superin
tendent-principal, vice-principal, deputy clerk, and one or two teachers.
A very small district might use the entire staff as a management team.

The superintendent, of course, has the ultimate responsibility
for operation of the district. Use of a management team can lighten
that load and give team members valuable admlnisttative experience.

1 Carlson, Carlson, Banner & Draeger., "How Team Management Can Be
Utilized . . . ," a paper prepared for Ed Ad 570, Human Resource
Management, University of Oregon, 1976.
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TiME MANA6EMENTJN THE ELEMEUTARY SCHOOL'

'Richard Sheldahl'.
Ash Valley School,
'Ash Valley', OregOn

.

Each of us is given just so many minutes a dy; once they're
gone, they cannot be recovered. Use of those minutes should be
carefully planned, alloting them into segments of work, play, and
service. This type of planning is time management.

Over the last few years the "do your own thing" philosophy
has produced fewer leaders, less productive individuals, and a mass
of educational cripples unable to perform on a level comparable to
their intellectual ability. This leaves_many individuals highly
unfulfilled and results in low productivity, job jumping, hlgh job
absenteeism, and eyen broken families.

In a land in which minutes mean money, time management is
essential. For many years the United States could boast of more
output per worker than most countries of the world. At pre4ent, Amer-

,

ica has 'dropped to fodrteenth place. Des'pite vast technological
advances and tremendous mechanization, people who labor in the system
have not bfen sufficiently motivated. This loss of motivation and
production can be remedied with proper time management, and it should
begin in the classroom.

Over a span of the first eight grades, students will spend
approximately' 8,500 hours in schdol. During this time they will
acquire and refine the _basie tools for future vocations and avocations.
They need to Yearn about themselves, realistically to develop an
understanding of their abilities and weaknesses in order to plan their.
future. Without the basic tools.of preparation, students may never
even discover, let alone reach, their potential.

Teachers have an awesome responsibility in planning. an'educa-
, tional program that will most efficiently and profitably use the
8,500 hours'students have invested.

Students must learn to assume responsibility for their own
learning. Educational self-discipline must be carefully nurtured
through firmness and compassion. Teachers provide the incentive.
Educational -experientPs. should be made as interesting as possible
but not presented as entertainment. Some things require a great
deal of work to achieve success.

Teachers must,instill in students the desire to do their very
best. They should never accept shoddy or ineomplete work; this
short changes students because the attitude accompanies them into .

the world of work.

-7-



Visitors to a classroom may:thin-kasquiet Class is.a good
learking_Situatron. and a noisy class is not. .A.,,quiet class, can
be iiOnprOductkie;- and anoisy classcan,be productive, depending

,,,

upon the learning activity.
, ..-;

Excessive rePetition beyond the degree necessary to master or
to reinforce a skill is poor time management. It tends- to dull
rather than refine askill. It prevents students from exploring
or attempting more advanced, endeavors. '

In reading, communication, and math there are generally
accepted skills that are required to read competently, to write, -'
and ;to calCulate% Generlly, these skills are introduced at a
p'articular level, then reinforced in successive yeaysso that by
the end of the eighth grade they are mastered. Teachers must find
the most efficient method to reach this goal.

Frequently, activities are designed to keep -students busy..
long enough to elbow the teacher time to'help the indiiduals who
are having difficulties. Merely keeping 'students busy under the
pretense they are learning when, the teacher is really buying time
is a 'deceptiOn and an erosion of the students' 8,500 hours.,

If there is a choice Of different ways for students.todo an
exercise, the teacher should determine the most efficient for each':
student. Part of the teacher's obligation is to help students
realize what objectives are to be mastered in the shortest time
possible. For too long teachers have felt compelled to follow a
textbook in a lock step method directed by some publisher. For-
tunately, a number of districts are writing theiSr own su'ppl'ements,
to publi,shers' materials.

The, students' time is as important as the teacher's. When
students master a skill they should go on to the next. Curtailing
quick students' progress is as devastating as*expecting slower
students to keep up with the rest of the class. Mental age is
not dependent on chronological age any more than height determines
mathematical potential. Materials must-be organized so students
can move ahead as quickly as their achievement warrants. Without
this organization, there will be large blocks of wasted time and.
innumerable discipline problems.

Students are people with tremendous potential. The educational
material should be viewed as a continuum to be climbed at rates which
Will differ in as many ways as there are students. Mere may not:be'
any two students on the same material,at any one time.

Reading, language, and arithmetic are arranged this'way in Ash
Valley School. To'cover reading 80 work sheets'areused, 85 sheets
are employed for language facts, and over 100 sheets for arithmetic.'

-8-
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Studentt\are progra ed for certain minimums each year, and,
from day to day\ they.have scheduled materials to complete. Grading
is done as quick y asOps ible,-u"gually as soon as students finish
their work. They re res onsible'for correcting some of the material
froM a broad syste 'off k ys. Errors are corrected.at once; common.
errors by many are t d in a'group situation. Students-knew
exactly what is happe i g all the time. They are. allowed to prrPceed

__, --with work sheets On a mpetency basis. In addition, class time is
spent on new or old m e(ialand areas of difficulty. Then there
is a test - -that is on of\the few times all students do the same
tiling at the same ti e.r.j\st results are the basis for continued

', work for those havl g dit&i: ity.,. . ' 4.^

Quantity of work deperVdtI, on quality. .Solving addition problems-
will be limited /to just the fir t ow if they are 100% correct. Each
Mistake requirps completion of a S ditional problem. Accuracy is
.
rewarded by not doing the entirew rksheet, allowing students to move
up to a higher level of:difficulty.

.,A language sheet using lie, lay, lain and 1" laid
,

includes,50 items. An eighth grader ma \,be asked to 'do the first 2
plus anyfadditional if.proficiency isn't-high enough. .A fourth
'grader ay be required to do only 15, andecend grader 5 to 10.

/11
. Durin the year the same worksheet might reappear three times, the

secolyd. and third times for reinforcement. A
,D

Students write a creative story once a week, starting as early
as the first grade, with a minimum of teacher help. Over the years
they develop a wonderful writing skill with the ability to express
themselves/ The students read their stories to the class on Friday.
While listening, the children proceed with other work. They learn
to do two things at once.

Seven or eight different sets of spelling words are2given
simultaneously An the time it normally takes one teacher toive one
lesson. Each student knows ahead of time what is exPecteth.:

The Ash Valley pe\ogram is built around the first grade. The
goal each year is to trbin the first graders so thoroughly in the,
mechanics of reading that if they were never to receive another
reading lesson again they could still function. It is far easier
to teach reading fundamentals to a first or second grader than an
older student who has had time to develop negative attitudes. No
matter how hard they try, older students,' are rarely able to over-
come a poor start.

Spelling isn't taught as such; it is a direct outgrowth of
reading skills. Ash Valley students have the skills to attack 95%
of the Words, so words aren't taught anymore. .

-9--



A 1,arge tollectlon of audio- visual materials is notessentiai
to a good program. Films should never be 'Used-,as:a Too
many tools can become a crutch.and an erroneous replacement 'for
fundamental'teaching.\ In Ash Valley School three tape recorders,
a film projector and flood maps are used. -EdUcatiOnaf tools are a
means, not an end.

Ash Valley students memorize rules when they apply. IMemori2a-
tion has a bad name in education. Ideally, memorization and under-
standing should be simultaneous experiences,, but understanding,..
more likely, w411 follow in bitS and pieces at a different rate for
each individual. Probably, some of the rules children have learned
will be redalled-20 years from now.

This p-rogram may appear rig4d, but there is still -time4o do
fun things within the academic area. That's where the teachey's
ability enters the scene. How teachers lead students to a Particu-
lar goal lies within their own creative talents. They need have
no special gift, just a zeal to provide each student with basic

'''44'"4- tools for a successful life. It does require'bard work and long
hours, but the rewards are many and lasting.

'In the fourth week of school, Ash Valley's second graders,
. five returning and, three new students, have just about mastered

their addition faLs and are now learning their multiplication.
tables. One boy-is on his 8!s; one girl on her 6's;two on their

° 5's; two on their 4's; and one hasn't started yet. They have been
working on such problems as 697 x 324. Their mastery level isn't
high yet, but in another week the majority,will be able to solve
such problems with a high degree of mastery. Problems like
79685 x 5 have been mastered. They are also beginning to work 'on
division which is simply an inverse of multiplication. They have
also mastered problems like 90080001 - 25783756. Should they then
fool around with 9 - 3 = 6? A similar problem was solved to the
lapt.penny by a third grader: A family bought a stove for $596,
put $100 down and agreed to pay the rest over a 3-year period at
5% interest. What is the monthly payment? Students are encouraged
to try new situations to see how far they can go; every year it
seems students are able to do.more.

Student growth is by no means confined to math. Second graders
are working on commas in direct address, after various parts of an
address or date, introductory words, appositives, introductory
dependent clauses, words in'a series, etc. Mastery immediately? Of
course not', but by the t+ they complete the eighth grade, those
present second graders wit] be doing very well. All of these activi-
ties are followed up by pi-actice exercises to be certain what students
have actually learned. After a concept is taught, it is returned to
on a regular basis to maintain proficiency.

-10-
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,Ash Valley's system wasn't developed overnight, but determination

to present this kind of a comprehensive prograw rwil,heip ateacher
or sthool district to make a start. it's'the easiest way:- in t6e'long
run. When students go through this kind of program for several years,
theytacqUire a solid background which enables-thewtO continue higher
educatiOn'witli confidence and expectation.

Certainly, some students achieveAt higher'levels than others
but treating each one as an individual is the goal. StUdents becomej
competitive,,b4t more with themselves than agaJrnSt, others. There are
many variables which affect students' ultimate success, but the only
ones teachers must'be-concerned'abOut are the ones related to,the
time the students are in the schools,

Frequently students.and theirparents ask, "What good will this---- -r-/
. -

ever do me?" It is impossible to develop a rationale for every
question, but I answer, "I'm not certain you'll-ever use_this'ppartii-
cular thing; but let's see if we can.foll&W the' problem logically and
understand the process involved." With few exceptions, there is no
isolated bit of information manda'i ry for everyone, but when the
bits of information are put togeth , students have amass an.educa-
.tion no one can take'away'from the
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STUDENT SCHEDULING,

Wright Cowger
Willamette,University

Salem', Oregon

A survey of NorthWest AccreditingAssociation. , s Fall RepOrt
schedUles for:high and midge schOolS in Oregon indiCates. that:

4cheduli*ng variations from the standard 6, 7,8 by 5
day matrix are rare; and

the innovations from traditional secondary scheduling
which -do exist are almost always in small sChools.

. .

Ask °kids what they think about .schOol, and their usual
answer is,. "Boring!" Scheduling options can provide some variety
With little effort if, teachers and principals aee'willing to
cohsidee such things as: e>

one double period pe'r week,
adding a period j'n a standard matrix,
rotating all or some periOds;

'-varying some period lengths,
using common Periods or time blocks.

Nine-week scheduling can provide more options for meeting learner
differences. The fob-- quarter schedule provides for short courses of
high interest to run concurrently with '18 or 36-week continuous courses.
Or the year can be divided into a trimesterlwith three segments instead
of two or fcbr, offering Courses of 12, 24, or 36 weeks.

Take a good look at your school schedule--the paper itself. Ask
'Ourself these questions:

Does it carry enough essential information for students,*
advisors, parents and visitors?

Is it neat in appearance and easy to understand?

Does it help project an image of professionalism and effi-
ciently run schools?

Has it been carefully duplicated?

The schedule is used by many people, both inside and outside the
building. It should be done well.

1 Stayton High School, Stayton Oregon, is in the 5th year of trimester
scheduling. For more information contact Ernst Lau, curriculum director.

-12-
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THE QUARTER SYSTEW-

Arnim'Treeman
:.Condon High' School

Condon, Oregon

The, quarter system of scheduling .classes is simply dividing
the schoot. year into four nine-week blocks of time and allowing
students to register for classes much like colleges do today. It

is not a panacea in scheduling, but Condon feels the advantages for
students far outweigh the disadvantages.,

This system of scheduling provides more class offerings and
more varied clsses. It allows for more flexibility, and teachers
can more'easily focus on their teaching strengths. 'Students also
have more opportuni.ty to select appropriate study areas.. It is

easier to schedule students according to their strengths and weak-
nesses. The teacher-student, interaction in this system promotes
more communication between faculty and students through small
group sessions. The greatest advantage is that'it seems to increase
motivation toward a higher level of abhievement.

,There are some di4dvantages. More time is needed for this
scheduling process. Teachers of elective classes may have low
enrollment or not even enough enrollment to offer the class,
resulting in a probleni,of teacher assignments. Teachers may be
6bt in a pos'ition of competing or students.' Considerably more
time is needed for 'record keepir4.

Scheduling by using the quarter system seems to be considered
better than the traditional system by teachers, students and parents.
It may not fit every school or community, but it appears to have
been a positive change at Condon High School.

The Trimester S)Chedulle

The trimester schedule divides the school year into thirds and
lengthens the class periods during the day.. Culver School District',
Culver, Oregon,1 uses a modified trimester schedule with four 65-
minute classes and two 471misute classes at the end of the day i
their 8:30 a.m. to 3:15, p.m. school day.

As with any other type of scheduling, there are advantages and
disadvantages. One advantage is a more efficient use of time for
classes. Students can earn 8 units toward graduation in one year.
(In 65-minute classes one-half unit of credit is earned in 12 weeks;
in, 47-minute classes, one-third unit of credit in 12 weeks.)

-13-



A great deal can be accomplished,in lab type sses with,
the longer class period, such as physical,education d shop.

TFfe longer class periods allow more in-depth study, but some
teachers feel they don!t cover as much material, as they would on
a traditional schedule.

Some problems arose with.the music program, so the scheddle'
was modified during 1978-79 to provide shor,ter class periods for
music and some of the other electives.

The trimester schedule has, opened up more options for studehts.
It requires teachers to plan well and to teach differently from the
way they ore accustomed to teaching to avoid wasting,the last few
minutes of each long class period.

rY

a

'Info 'don provided by Nels ThompSon, Culver Nigh School Assistant
Principal, in an interview

-14-
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COND6I HIGH, SCHOOL QUARTER SYSTEM AND CLASS SCHEDULE

8:40-12:06
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'
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1
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CONDON HIGH SCHOOL QUARTER SYSTEM AND CLASS SCHEDULE

.
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INDEPENDENT STUDY

Betause of the size, a small high school)s usually limited in
what It can offer beyond the required.ccurses.. Mapleton High'School
solved,this Problem by Initiating an Independent Study Program.1-' It
beganes a way to help the advanced student achieve.at a'higher level.

Here is how it works. In art, for instance, a junior or senior
student may have already completed all the art courses offered. If
the student is genuinely. interested in art,'it would be a shameto
prevent further study. The same holds true in any other subject area
offered. Perhaps two!ttudents show a strong interest in electronics,
It would not be feasible to oFfer.electronics as a regular class for
Just two students", so the students and science teacher get together
and design a program that enable's' the two students. to work independently.
They may be scheduled into the science room during anotherfclass, but
they_would work in the back of the room where they.Would be undisturbed
and would not interfere with the science class.going on.

Independent Study is also used for students who can't fit certain'
classes into their schedules.' A student who is a junior or senior
might want to take algebra, but history--a requirementAs offered only
during the same class period. The student could take either Course
independently. The Independent Study Program permits Mapleton to offer
any subjectS the teachers are qualified to teach:

Oregon requires Planned Course Statements for each course taught in
grades 9-12 (sample on page 24): these Planned Course Statements are
used for the teacher-student contract. A daily record sheet is kept by
the teacher on which the student records what was done or read every day.

It must be stressed that only the very purposeful students can handle
the responsibility. Many students would like to take courses independently,
but they lack the self-discipline to complete them.

The same is true for the teacher. Independent Study requires more
time; and, in many cases, adds another preparation to an already busy
schedule. The biggest problem, experienced is that teachers tend to over-
extend themselves, and, before the term is half over, find themselves with
eight or nine preps. Teachers must know their own capabilities before
committing themselves to the program; they have to be able to say, "No."

Another problem occurred when a student had a personal conflict with
a particular teacher and wanted, to take the course from another teacher
in independent study.

An unexpected problem cropped up in the physical education program.
Student athletes might find themselves taking independent track, basketball,

1Material from a letter from Dennis Sydow, Counselor, Mapleton High
School, Mapleton, Oregon, December 14, 1978.



weight lifting,pr any other sport in addition to the regular physical
education class.and team practices. Thereare.mi4ed emotions as to
whether or not this, is a problem; it str'ngthened the 'athletic program,
although that wasn't the intention.

Mapleton is happy with the Independent Study Program that has been
in operation for five years. More students' needs are being met by.
giving them the best education available.'
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COURSE TITLE:
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CREDIT:
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Webster!s di

---Everyone is "created equal" in the amount

source of su

resources vary considerably
ary states that 'resource
or support." In a school

from one school district to another.
. is':n14

of available rime, but

people, factl es, equi
resources

reserve

public and private agencies and so forth.
financeb, local businesses,Pment, environment,

The first step in resource management is identi fication of available
resources, then, the next step is detenmination of the best ways to
capitalize on those resources to improve instruction and to enrich
the community. This definition covers a broad spectrum of papers,
contained in Section II, which were presented at the 13th Annual Schools
Summer Institute as well as closely related top;
to

topics written subsequent
o the conference.---

1111
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PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Susan Sayers
NortWest Regional EduCational Laboratory

y. Portland, Oregon'

Educators need more than teaching certificates, administrative
credentials or successful bonds and levies to provide quality, Ouitable
education. Education 401 is not generally preparing people to deal with
conflict in the classroom, hassles among the staff, or disagreement be-

.tween citizen advisory groups and administrative staff.

The Behavioral Matix Is intended to help people get beYOnd focusing
on disagreements and differences and to come to a better understanding

AL of the positive power of diversity. it does this by helping peowle
idetaily their own basic behavioral style and to understand how !o identify:
'the -Basic styles of others. Having information about basic"style, one 1-c

can move to a greater understanding of how t(;) strutture positive, pro-
ductive environments, how to predict and to manage conflict and how to
motivate people.

The Behavioral Matrix is based on these assumptivons

.1 !

People behave according to specific behavioral styles. This
occurs because people differ in how they pereive a situation,
work at tasks, interact with others, and 'make decisions.

O
behavior changes.

ircumstances;People behave differently depending On

There is no single "right" way for people to behave, but most
people have an operating style that is most common and comfortable
for them.

What is comfortable and "right" for one person feels uncomfortable
and "wrong" to another.

An organization functions best when it capitalizes on the strengthS
of each individual, encouraging the celebration of differences.

The Behavioral Matrix:, A Brief Description

Psychologists describe behavior as a fuNition of perception. The
feelings, beliefs, conditions, attitudes, and understandings of people
constitute the directing forces of their.behavior.

Because people have complex and overlapping values and beliefs, it
is-impossible to describe a, person as having "a specific, unalterable
behavior style. However, same opposite behavior patterns can be recog-
nized that operate on a vertical continuum of informal and formal and on

V
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a horitontal dimenSion of dominant and easy going.. The intersection
of these oppositesforms four quadrants whic an be said tcirepresept
-four broad categories of behavior Style: the romoter, supporter,,
Controller, and analyzer.

Informal
(People .Oriented)-

Formal
(Task'Orienied)

Here i5 a brief description of,each style:

Promotional Style

th4sy.going
(Ihrtiovert.)

Promoters get involved with people in active, rapidly changing
situations. These people are seen as socially_outgoing-and. friendly,
imaginative and vigorous. Because people react to behaviors'as a,
result of their own value biasts, sohe 'see thwpromotional .sidle as
dynamic and energetic; while others perceive the same behavior as
egotistical.,

Supporting Style

Supporters 'value interperSonal..relations. These p ple trf to
minimize conflict and to prOmote the.Happiness of ever ody. Some.
people see the supporting style as accommodating and friendly, while
others describe it as wish-washy and "nice."

Controlling Style

Controllers want results! They love to run things and have the
job done in-their own way. "I'll do it myself." is a frequent motto of
the controller. These people can manage their time-to the minute. Some
see them as businesslike and efficient, while others'refer to them as
threatening and unfeeling.

Analyzing Style

Analyzers are problem solvers. They like to get all the data before
making a decision. Some say they are thoriogh, but others complain they're
slow. These people are frequently quiet and prefer to work alone.

-23-
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SchooVe*trIcti wanting to initiate.a community schools program
with or.witillout outside funding7thould'firStget schoolboardcomMIV-
Ment. A program of thiS,,,sort requires extended use Of-facilities and
additional costs. A coordinator, either full or part-time must be

signatedo work with the community and the school staff to SChedule
activities and use of facIlittes. 'Iftheir states have coMmunIty.Schootr7-7*-..

projects, they can probably receive ,techniCal assjstan
i A.I'0.iessing

needs and available resources, InserviCe, .and: program vetopMent.

Increasing. citizen involveMent th:.plannins, coordjnation; anddell9
erg of educational program,:as well as broadening the kinds. of related;
tervicesJorthe community,;:,:atlOW'for better use of resources and 'gives
more return for tax dollars:spent-

GROUP' GUIDE COUNSELING

It is important for all students to have accessibility to an adult
figure to help them4 through high school and into adult choices. Probably
the most practical way of getting guidance services directly to students -

is through the group guide system.. its origins trace back'ack lo the National
AssOciation of Secondary Schools Principals' Model Schools Project, and !

it made its appearance' Into Oregon at Hood River Valley High School in

'schools. This kind of program virtually
tssures

that 'no stu-
dents

it is workable for schools of all sizes ideally suited
for small

dents will be o erlooked in the guidance program.

A number f'sChools in Oregon are using the system with variat ons,
andCall i such things as Advisor-Advisee, Guide-Guidee", or Guide
Te4her rogram. Basicaliy,, each teacher is assigned the responsib lity
for a small group of students' career and educational guidance. Th
school cqunselor (or principal or other person designated as part-time
counselor) becomes a resource person for the guiding teachers and contin-.
ues to do personal and crises counseling with individual studenfs.

In some, programs students may choose Weir guiding teachers; other,.
districts assign students alphabetically or geographicaljy. st pro-

. grams require all_teachers to take part, but. some' permit unw Ing
teachers to ,opt out. Classified staff members may be includ as guides.
Some programs assign regular time, daily or weekly, to guide teachers and
their grdups; others,do it each quarter or as needed. Some us roup
meetings for counseling, while others-prefer the individual approach. Most
have a higl) priority on parent contact, and -a, few require. home Visits by
the teachers..

-



..,...
.

, Usually, guide groups ream in intact tr_t- the .four yea ra. r.of ht§h4ehasA , gr

hut-sometimes group assignments are made differently, Students maybe
changed-to othefgtoups0 there Is good reason for change.

.\
. .

Teacher 0614es provide direct gr=oup and individual gUltiance, make.
parent Contacts,-and maintain' student' records. Generally, they have
the following responsibilities:

r

fabiliarize themselveS with all ar of the cuettCulumto enable
them to describe-sChool courses toPfheir students,

,

help students make their forecastSbpsed on educatrOrialgoals

check to see if students are regritered in the right Masses
and educational goals,'

make spre*all registrOlOn,fotms are properly completed,
- .

be sure .Student'SI'l'egVster in courses appropriate tOCareer and
educatiOnalAoarSi';

assist student's in'setting anl in reviewing tentative career,
)choices,.

counsel students about post-high schoo4 planning,

counsel students who receive,riegtave.*ademic progresS reports,..

ch student's progres'SJOWerdArad4tion requirements.
and comple ion of Competencies,

work with st dents whose progresstoward graduation
p,r competency, tetion is deficient,

requireMents

schedule'parent-stUdent-guide'teacher conferences the firse:of
each schOol year to plan schedules,

make additional parent contacts to discuss student progress or
problems7

encourage parents to contact them as the School's liaison,

hold grobp meetings forgroup counseling, coll-eg'e;,or career
information, regiStrattO4y etc",

maintain-a fije for each student, containing:
..,

transcript,
'educational fOrecast
career planning sheet
..attendatice:recardS

test scores
:credits and minimum competencies completed,
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maintain a contact sheet showing student and parent contacts made,

distribute report cards to students,

refer students who are having personal problems to school
counselor or other specialized person,

encourage all students to take part in school activities.

The school counselor, principal, or other designated person assumes
responsibility for coordinating the guide teacher program for the school.
That person is responsible for:

conducting inservice to prepare teachers for guide duties at
the beginning of the year,

providing services to guide teachers and guide groups, such as:

career information
educational/curricular information
scheduling information
testing
college and scholarship information
military information
technical/vocational program information
guide group activities
review of senior progress toward graduation

counseling individual students on personal and crisis matters,

referring severe problems to specialists in Education Service
Districts or other agencies,

evaluating guide teachers,

continuously evaluating the-glridance program and assesssing needs.

Outcomes from the group guide system are good for everyone concerned.
The more emphasis that is placed on .the program, the better the results.
Satisfied users of the program list these pluses:

no student: gets "lost in the shuffle,"

students assume responsibility for their educational and career
planning,

parents are brought into the life of the school,

teacherS' learn about the total school curriculum,

-2/-
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counselors can devote more time to giving specialized assistance
to students, guide groups, and guide teachers,

communication is enhanced among students, school staff,.parents,
and the community.

Special needs for implementing .a group guide program are:

extended contract time of one or two days (or more) for initial
inservice training of staff on the total school' curriculum, how
to make successful parent contacts, and counseling techniques,

designation of someone to coordinate the program--counselor,
principal or other responsible person,

a counselor or designated person to serve as resource to guide
teachers,

availability of specialized personnel for referral of special
problems,

adequate number of telephones for guide teachers' use,

time schedule to perform guide duties--counseling, record keeping,
parent contacts.

Most teachers, particularly in small schools, do a great deal of
counseling' incidently; the group guide system capitalizes on this and
offers a systematic way of reaching each student and each student's
family. It is an outstanding communication toot within the school and
between the school and the community.

Materials for this article were drawn from these papers;
Condon High School, "Advisor-Advisee Program",
Corbelt School District,."Guide Teacher Program,"
Wallowa High School, "A Model Policy for a Small High School,"

and a presentation, "Implications of the Guide-Guidee SyStem for Small
Schools," a session at the 1977 Oregon School Boards Association
Convention November 18, 1977, by Amity, Condon and Corbett
School Districts.
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VOLUNTEER AIDES.
. -$5

James D. Stuckey
Sisters School District

Sisters, Oregon

The use of volunteer aides can greatly expand the instructional
program. Orientation is a must to fit volunteeqs into the school in
a professional manner. The Sisters School Dist,Vict has implemented a
formal, three-hour training program for their aide's. Aides are given,
a handout which tells them:

Your contributions as a scho61 volunteer in our educational programs
can greatly enhancp the learning experiences of our students. Be-
cause you become a positive example of good citizenship, students,'
teachers, parents., and other members of the community at large
will benefit by your model of self-giving'service..

When you become a member of our educational structure, you will
bring to our program many qualities that are expected'of those
who exert so niuch influence on young lives. The potential for
becbming skilled enough to assume responsibility for varied
instructional tasks, the sensitivity to work positively with
children who present a broad range-of needs and behaviors, and
the commitment required- to be at your assighed task as regularly
and as faithfully as any other member of the team are all necessary
for the school volunteer.

You will work under the direct supervision and'guidance of the
professional person to whom you are assigned, realizing that the'
way you do your job directly affects that person. You may not
always understand why a teacher goes about tasks in a certain
way, but it is the result'of professional training and proven
methods. Your willingness to accept tasks as directed will bring
about increased effectiveness in instructions. Also, your "pro-
fessional conduct" will prevent negative and unfortunate occurrences
that could adversely affect the entire,community. We will prize
your contribution highly, and we welcome you to our team.

The school volunteer should posses,S)the following characteristics:

Ab-ilityto maintain rapport with children and a genuine liking
for- children as human beings,

Perceptiveness in personal relationships with adults,

A philosophy which is 'conducive to pupil control through posi-
tive, rather than punitive, measures,

Commitment and sense of responsibility,
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A vivacious, sparkling personality, indicative of emotional
stability and a zest for living,

Patiece,

Personal integrity and freedom from prejudice,

Flexibility and adaptability,

Creativity,

k Correct and effective speech habits,

Self-ass.urance and high self-esteem,

Interest in children's welfare,

Social consciousness,

Interest in personal achievement and an eagerness to expand
and to improve knowledge,

Pleasing appearance,

Sense Of humor,

Maturity.

Aides are not initNly expected to know.all the techniques necded'
for successful performance, so their,two-session inservice program'
covers the following:

I. General Orientation

A. School Organization the self-contained classroom

.1. Grouping patterns
2 Par,tial departmentalization

B. School Policies

1. Responsibillty and liability
2. Respecting confidentiality of information
3. Dress and appearance
4. Professional conduct

S

C. Group Management and Pupil Motivation

1. Positive reinforcement vs.. negative control
2. Developing a love for learning
3. Competing against oneself
4. Extrinsic and intrinsic reward,.
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5. 'Making children aware of learning objectives
6. Developng techniques of self-evaluatlon
7. Developing self-discipline and-responsibility for learning
8. Developing positive self-image

A
Instructional Materials and Techniques

A. Open Court Reading Program
B. MacMillan Reading Series R
C. MacMillan Mathematics Series M
D. Writing on chalkboard

III. Use of Educational Equipment

A. Film Projectors
B. Overhead Projectors.
C. Film Strip Projectors
D. Mimeograph Machine
E. Duplicating Machine
F. Copy Machine
G. Cassette Recorder/Player

1Veele, Mary, The School Volunteer's Handbook, Learning'Publications, Inc.,
Holmes Beach, Fla. 1977,
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PLAN.CAREFULLY FOR 'FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

Joseph E. DeMarsh
Planning. Consultant

Sandy, Oregon

Urban sprawl, rural growth patterns, Title IX, and Public'Law 94-142
are placing, a burden op many small school districts. These districts
find themselves facing the traditional needs of facility improvement,
sizeable additions or cicanges to their physical plants, and, in some
instances, totally new facilities.

The compounding features of rising construction costs and rapid
increases in goods and services that are essential to new facilities take
their toll quickly. Building costs are currently rising at an annual
rate of 15 to 18 percent, but bonding capacities generally are rising at
less than one-half that factor, diminishing the capability of supplying
necessary educational space.

To counteract the erosion of options available to a district, it is
prudent that a district prepare any plan for expansion, replacement or
renovation with diligent study. A portion of that study should be
devoted to an investigation of'alternative methods of housing students
and their programs.

A sound policy would seem to include an annual status report and a
discussion of a district's physical necessities on the schobl board
agenda. If there are serious problems or questions of adequacy, these_`
suggestions may assist in organizing a workable approach:

Involve the community by school board appointment of a lay committee
to discuss the issues and make recommendations. Members of the
faculty, support staff, administratiohapd a student body are
recommended as appointees to the commitIee. (A lay committee is
a state requirement in Oregon for developing the educational speci-
fications of a construction project.)

Secure the services of a professional person who has background
in the planning format. This type of assistance can aid the lay
committee and school board and can save considerable planninp time.
The professional may be an architect familiar with educational com-
plexities or a person specializing in the planning of instructional
plants.

If architects are involved in the preliminary discussion it is

suggested they be retained to assist only in the facility analysis
and the development of a preliminary plan, rather than contracted
For a total program. There will be ample time later to formalize
a contract for the architectural work on a building program, after
a determination is made on the ease of working relationships and
the ability to plan adequately for instructional needs. The analysis
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and preliminary plan should be based on community and staff input,
board decisions, and professional judgments.

Throughout the discussion and plan development stages, keep the
public well informed by using the local media. Encourage the.commit-
tee to publicize discussion topics and to recognize the value of
diverse suggestions.

Document and distribute a written report. Data can be used to
substantiate the need for specific, courses of action. This data
should include fiscal, educational and spatial relationships.
Above all, specifically note all the contemplated effectslany course
of action will have on the educational environs of individual
youngsters.

ip
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CURRICULUM: DO OR DIE.

William Georgiades%
MASS!' Model Schools Project.

and University of Southern California

All over America there is a renewal of concern with size and bigness.
People are leaving the metropolitan areas and moving into the smaller,
rural communities, into a ,different stream of life. The 'ilea that anyone
can return to theworld that was is a myth. All of us live in a world of Con-
tinuing future .shock. ,The traditions of yesterday are frequently being
abandoned, for the convenience of today. It is a world in whic all of
yesterday's values seem to be reexamined, reinterpreted and re hrased.

The last decade and a half have been filled with criticisms of edu-
cation. Reality tells us that education in the United States--whether it
be public, parochial, or private--faces very serious questions which relate
to itstsurvival. The two remaining decades of this century will determine
the future of schooling in this society and in all the nations thrgmahout
the world. Unless there is purposeful, planned, sequential change,llaiti-
mately the systems outside the framework of public, parochial and private
education will become the primary systems of schooling for the majority
of American youth.

The first evolution in education was a revolution of quantity. Not
many years ago the goal was to get all of the kids into school. There
area few people now who want to "cop out" on the responsibility of
schooling the young and want to challenge the issues of compulsory edu-
cation. Children should not be given the option of whether or not to
go' to school. There should be options in learning, butt those options
should exist within a framework of education which is well defined'.

In the last few years the question of the quality of education has
been plaguing America.. If education fails to prepare the young people
for the kind of world in which they'll be living as adults, it will have
failed in its,purpose, no matter how many millions of people happened to
get through school and cover the material. Many of the traditions and
myths in present-day educational practice will have to be substantially
altered by the year 2,000. These include such factors as the YSeal
Approach" to teaching 'in which the,student is fed facts, and, upon
request, is supposed to repeat them -- regurgitation. Another is that
outmoded aspect of the educational system which is called classes. There
is nothing in,-either learning theory or actual experience, that supports
the view that students of the same Age should be herded together.

Of increasing concern is the fragmentation of knowledge. It has
been fragmented in so many different directions, breaking, it down in the
use ortime, of space, and disciplines. With the rapid compounding of
human knowledge, existing disciplines have spawned until there are
innumerable kinds'of specializations. Instead of integrated, interdisci-
plinary curriculum, there are chasms of difference among related areas.
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Educational objectives have to be clarified. During the next ten
to twenty years there will be expanded dialog ue of the objectives of
American edutation for all of our children, youth, and adults. What
is the purpose of schooling? An increasing number of teenagers are
asking, "Why go to school?" As the American, society's median age keeps
creeping upwards, there is another challenge in the area of life-long
learning.

. In the past several years Danforth and Yord Foundation projects
have had very little success in making any 'kind of significant impact
on the curriculum itself. School curricula are still basically what
they were 20, 30, or 40 years ago. There are more electives, some
career education, more vocational education, and some early childhood
education which has been introduced, but, basically, curriculum is
unchanged. Secondary schools, in particular,
two dominant departments--language arts and

, are still controlled by'
social sciences. Adding

nine-week elective courses in the junior and senior high schools has
reduced the monotony of- the curriculum, but it t!.t .as not significantly
altered it or: the teaching style of teachers. Students are still being
talked at. The Flanders research efforts many years agol indicated
that two - thirds of the time someone is talking in the classroom with
the teacher appropriating 66% pf that speaking time. This still holds
true.

The first priority in changi% the curriculum must be to examine
carefully the minimal competencies' the children should achieve, both
effectively and cognitrvely. Until such clarification is made, the
curriculum will be rejugg la and nothing new introduced. Determine
what is important for a six-year-old child or a twOve-year-eld child
to know. A diagnostic process must be instituted Which will carefully
analyze where each child is.. The American public is asking schools to
assume a tremendous responsibility in the whole domain of feelings. One
of the strengths of the small school has always been that it gives a much
.better opportunity for affective, emotional
than is usually the case in the large schools

feelings kinds of growth
in America. That is true

in elementary, secondary, university, and college.

One of the next steps is to identify accurately tfre learning sty les
. of children and the teaching styles of teachers to see if a better fit,

can be achieved.

Establish a new kind of iais relationship with all facets of
example,

the

% ere is the emphasis t
culture so there is an emplesis

t.

t e basic skills needed. For

Ameri-
c s decide how the)Pre

ay on list ring skills?

going to check their- ballots based on what
The majority of

they
have eqrd--in television network or radio broadcasts:, at the local pub,
or fro someone else--not by reading documents Or the kinds of resumes'
the s tes send out at election lime. Decisions are made by the masses
of ericans based on listening, not reading.
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The findings reported in the NASSP book, How Good is Your School ?2 are
Similar to the Ford Foundation report, A Foundation Goes TAchool.3,

The size of the project or the amouRt of money which the foundation
contributed did not have a significant bearing on its' success.
Schools which re9eived relatively small amounts of money frequently
showed more change than those which received large amounts. The
major reason was that the money was spent in ways which did'not
assist teachers irk more effectively reaching kids.

The most successful efforts in working with schools were 'those
which involved schools with clearly defined goals. and objectives.

The rate of change was much faster in small schools than large
ones because small schools can be much more flexible,. more
creative in meeting their students' needs.

Financial commitments from a variety of. *Sources, especially from
the parent school districts, were key factors in the success of
a project. If all the money came from outside and there was no
effort to make provision for input from within, nothingvery much
seemed to happen.

The most significant single person in this whole process of schooling
is the teacher. Any change in curriculum implies a change in people.
One can develop all kinds of exciting designs for models and programs,
but, ultimately, the Programs are no better, no stronger than the teachers.

Improving curriculum requires improving teaching and the quality of
the persow; who call themselves, How can that be done?,' Every
year each teacher should establish two or three growth objectives. Some
of these will be repeated if they cannot be achieved in one year. Ask
yourself:

What kind of school year did I have?

Where was I effective as a person in working with chi ldren, adolescents,
adults, teachers, or administrators in my environment?'

What seemed to work well for me?

Where was I ineffective? In what areas must I grow to be
effective for the coming school year?

This is essential in the curriculum process and in the entire process of
education.

more

now is yoUi- school different from the way it was. five years ago? .How
do you teach differently from the ways in which you taught-three, four,
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five years agO? Curriculum improvement depends on improvement' of each
teacher.

Educators have a difficult task which is never completed. Each
fall brings new children with unsullied ignorance and new needs in a
continually changing world. In meeting this challenge, small schools
in America have the potential for offering a superior kind of education.

lAmidon & Hough, Interaction Analysis: Theory , Research & Application,
Addison - Wesley, - Reading, Mass. 1967

2Georgiades, How Good is Your School, Nional, Association of Secondary
School Principals, Reston, VA, 1978'

3Ford Foundation,.A Foundation Goes To School, Ford Foundation, Office
of Rep ts, 320 East 43rd,§treet, New York 10017
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THE STRESS AND. STRAIN OF FITTING A MULTIPLE BRAIN

INTO.A SINGLE CLASSROOM

\Ilobert Sylwester
University of Oregon.

Eugene, Oregon

:The human'brain Is' certainly the...most. Magnificant.three pounds- of
matter` in the uniVerse.Schools have traditionally Incused on half of
it: the 'rational left- cerebral hemisphere,, seemingly unaware of how to
deal .with the metaphoric, right heMIsphere and other 4Mportant.strOppires
that constitute the brain... .Recent discoveries. in the areas of bralb-:.
functioning and the relationship betWeen the' braWs functioning and the .

onset of stress pose exciting curricular and 'clasSroOm management'Challenges
.to.Oucators.

From a teacher's perspective,...the relationshiP betWeep thebrain/mind-.
ts quIle.direct. If people can learn to use their minds and the mines,
tremendousability to solve potentially destructive problems, their bodies
will not suffer the debilitating effects of psychological stress. Such
,stress occurs When the mind can discover no
acceptable solution to a threatening situation.

Pa01 MacLean. hias developed a Aisefulthree-
part model of the cognitive' parts of the human
brain.' In his model, the brain Processesin-:
-formtion that comes from within and witbout
the body through three chemically and strut -'
turally distinctive interconnected mental
systemS.-.

The Reptilian Complex surrounds the
miAbrain, which As at the top end of the
brainstem. 1C.s.the vimal brain in human
belngs for it ,regulates key.bodily house-
ic

reflexes,, etc.), gut reactions to external
Paul macLeaheePing chores (respiration,; circulation,

events (fight /flight behavior, territorial
protection), mating rituals and social' hierarchies.

The Limbic System is composed of a number of small but very important
structures that surround the Reptilian Complex. It's a central force in
directing those feelings -that guide the behaviors associated with self and
species identity and -presrvation. It functions somewhat as a thermostat,
for it regulates the opera"tion of various.organs in response, to messages.
of need....and(overload.that, are received from all over the body, The
hypothalamusAind:pituitory gland.are key structures in theLimbic System;
they help maintain)the relatively constant internal state. called .



homeostasIsvandi, whenever, this condition disapRears, also Signal
the onset of stress..

The Cerebral Cortex is the dominant part of the human brain in both
size and significance. It comprises five-sixth's of the volume orthe
brain, and it is the, source of much of our, normal cognitive.behavior.
The cerebral cortex is divided into left and right hemiSpheres that are
connected by a broad band of 200 million communicative nerve fi-bers.

The left hemisphere is frequently called the rational mind because
rational and abstract thought processes become centered here fox Most
petiple, IA most sitUations. The ltft hemisphere analyzes,data input
sequemtially. It then abstracts the relevant .detaits and usually
associates Verbal symbols with the details it Asdefined. Thus,
language and time factors become key.constructs in understanding' such
situations (as do computations, in mat,hematical problems). Language
depends on time and sequence since letters, words, and sentences must
follow .a logical. sequence in order to make sense.

The -right hemisphere is frequently called, the metaphoric mind because
it processes all the data it receives siMultaneously.. It'views things
in term of complex wholes, with the focus-on the interrelationships
among the parts instead of on the parts'or details themselves. ThiS
intuitive kind of thinking alloWs the 'right hemisphere, to arrive at
conclusions without going through the logical steps often demanded rn
school. Where the left hemisphere analyzes the data at hand, the right
hemisphere seeks Metaphors from elsewhere to understand and to explain
the present phenomenon. Thus, the right hemisphere is the center of
creative thought, new ways of looking at things, new uses for existing
objects,, etc. Dreams and fpntasies comepet of.our right hemisphere
becaUse these are often creative explanations and expansions of our
experience. Space relationships and patterns are processed in the right
hemisphere. Faces are one example of spaces that are processed in the
right ilemisphere. If you've ever recognized someone's face but couldn't
remember the name, it's because the-face is remembered in the right
hemisphere and the name in the left.

MacLean's model suggests that there is a multiple brain. Each part
is fully capable of diri.cting human behavior, but only one part, the
left cerebral hemisphere, can speak. Now should educators help students
understand thjs complex system? How should schools educate it so that
all of it can function effectively?

What happens when people do not use the powers of their mind to
solve the threatening problems that beset them?

The body has only one response in such situations. It prepares for
an all-out pysical-assault 'on the bodiy, whether the problem poses a
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physical 'threat to the body or not; in our sopiety, most problems, to be
faced are emotional or psychological in nature'.

e

The stress response that,follows,seods powerful. electricalelOmmical,,
.

and hormonal messages through the bddy'to afe-rt all organs tif the'immi-
nent physical danger the stressor poses. The stress reSponse is generally
not ,dangerous in itself, but `a pattern of chroni,ic stress responses to the
PorMal problems of, life can lead to serious circulatory, dfrigestiNie, psy-
chological problems 6ver time.

Recent discoveries In brain functioning and.stress, only briefly
described here, suggest t.hat "a nel period is being enter,ed in which the

.

tschool can make giant'srides foeward in,expanding the powers of the mind.
Educators must take the time io investigate these discoveries, to th'ink
about the implications of the brain as 6 mechanism for coping With stress,
and" finally, to translate implications into imaginative educational action,

(r

Sagan tarl, The DralonsSof Eden, Ballepti.ne, 1977.

The following bboks, available In paperback, may provide an'intrOdiittiO'ri
to recent discoveries ln theselds:

Friedman, Meer, and RayoseriMap,-Te A Behavior and Your Heart,
Fawcett', I975.

Otnstein, Robert, The Psychology of,Consciousness, Perigujn,

r.; Sagan, The Dragons of Eden, Ballentine, 1/977.

-.Samples Bob, The Metivtorjc Oind: Celebration of Creative Conscousness.,
Addison-WesteY, 1976

Selye, Hans, The Stress of Life, McGraw-Hill.,. 106

Selye, Hans, Stress-Without Distress., Signet,' 1975

Tim,-Li[, Ammon BehAvior Series, Stress, 1976



MAKING PUBLIC LAW 94-142 WORK
,IN SMALL SCHOOLS

Shirley Beaty
Aumsville'Elementary SChool

Aumsville, Oregon

,Rublic Law 94-142 has placed strenuous demands_ on educational systems,

to provide special programs, and schOols that do not have heSe special
educational services have been hit the hardest.

--What Does Public Lay 94-142 Really Say?

Once one is oriented to teaching individualparnersp one needs to
consider the specifics of the,new iaw and what the demands are for school,
district compliante. There are many guidelines that.can be obtained;-
however, here are the specifics of which one must be aware:

Parents must be involved in a-11.aspects concerning the child. They
must be given lists of rights, and no, evaluation, IEP (- Individualized
Education Plan) or placement should be made without their consent.

The child's educational needs must be determined by a full-scale
evaluation and the educational program planned before placement is
made. Specific attention to the "most appPopriate educational place
ment" is a must.

Specific criteria have been written fop-determining handicap eligibil-
ity. Special note should be made to the changes which have occurred
in the areas of Learning Disabilities and Emotional Handicaps. Each
staff member-of the school should have definate,knowledge of the law;
a general awareness is not enough.

Attention to the following six areas of concern should make compliance
with the law possible.

Teaching to Learning Styles

The law demands that attention to the individual learner be foremost
in the educational process. The procedure of teaching to group needs
must be changed to address the individual needs of each member within the
group, in order to find the best instructional methods which would assure
learners of success. This can be done by determining the learning styles
of'each learner and teaching to each one's strength.

Basically, there arc auditory (hearing) and visual (seeing) channels
of.learning, although for some instruction it is possible to use the tac-
tile-kinesthetic (motor or touch) channel. It is important to remember
that some learn-rs use one channel for input and another channel for
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outpui.- The real difficulty in learning comes when children are
Instructed In their weakest channels. They learn, but not as quickly
and succeseully as they would le6rn if instructed in their stronger
channel.

Some children cpn be instructed through the use of multisensOry
channels, but others cannot tolerate this approach and will meet
failure. For these children, instruction may be limited to one major
channel.

In the primary grades some emphasis can be pUton the weaker channels:
of learning or the deficit channels; however, prUmary instruction in ..

reading; math, spelling, and written language should be through the child's
learning strength whenever possible. No matter what channel; is used, the
motto should be,"to teach to the learning style that will help children
learn in the quickest way."

Defining Learning Disabilities

One of the most difficult areas to define is Learning Disabilities.
Learning Disabilities were not previously part of special education
services, and those children were mainstreamed. Educators are unsure who
they are. Teachers need help in identifying which children need to be
referred for evaluation and for possible special education,services. They
also need help in distinguishing the difference between learning disabili-
ties and educationally disadvantaged children. The February 15, 1978,
Federal Register carried a specific definition and process Ao be followed.

Here are some)descriptors for identifying Learning Disabilities:

2/
Deficit in One of the basic processes needed for success in the
academic setting--perception, conceptualization, language, memory,
motor, attention,

Intelligence falls within average or above range and/or a severe
discrepancy exists between performance and verbal abilities
(Note that the latter half of this statement allows for children
In the lower range of ability to be included.),

Child's learning style deviates from the average child so that a
special curriculum or instructional process is required in order
for that child to learn,

Child's achievement falls below expected educational age (dependent
on intellectual ability) in ability to listen, to 'think, to speak,
to read, to write; to spell,

Medical involvement may be present.

5c.
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It is important to remember that some learning disabilities can be
reniediated by attention to learning.styles, but some will, be extremely.
..difilicutt to remediate and may cause the child problemsln learning
throughout the entire education. Our goal must be to-4earn to recognize
these different learnIngrproblems and, to see that Children4 .rec lye the
'special edutational services for which they are eligible.

The Referring Process, Testing, IEP's

Each school needs to develop its own procedure to The state
guidelines -are?helpful for the deVelopment of forms.. Both informal and
formal testing shOuld be used. If a special education person is not
available, one staff member needs to gain some background in interpreting'.
evaluation prOcedUres and making recommendations.

The development of the IEP (Individualized Education Plan) must, use
the committee process set.. forth in the federal guidelines and must adhere .

to the requirements In that document. HoWever, it is not necessary that
the IEP be written in such formal objectives that the long-tei-m and short-
term goals cannot be followed by anyone except specialists. The long-term
goals should be stated simply so that the short-term goals can be realis-
tic to the actual teaching situation. As a school district becomes more
familiar with IEP's and how to teach'by using them, it will naturally
'follow that goals will become more refined.

The education of the children is first and, demands the most time ,and
effort. The goals must be written,but worrying over how they'are stated:
can take valuable time from tWimplementation process. In other words,
get the process going, then refine it as you go along'.

Attitude and Organizational Changes Necessary
for Teachers and Administrators

Specific changes must be made if compliance with Public Law 94-142
is to be achieved. The very nature of this act will change all of educa-
tion. The sooner the need for theseichanges is accepted, the easier it
/will be to comply.

ATTITUDE

Willingness to change. This may include willingness to group,
to teach to,learning styles, to use varied materials, to work the
extra hours needed to get the program rolling, and to overcome
the fear of failure that may come as one searches for the best
teaching methods for special education children..

Commitments to learning.- This includes the philosophy that
children should learn in the quickest way for them, not always
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the most convenient .way for teacherS. It means that grade ,levol
eut-offs .can be dangerous hindrances. to helping Children.stabi7
lite their learning. The role of parents must be considered and
'how they can be helpful rather than threatening. Finally, the.
Public jawcan be considered. a 'tool for improving 6114of 'the
educatiOnal process, not Just speciai.educationservices.

KNOWLEDGE

From learning styles and methodology to identificatibn, referral,
and evaluation of children, educators all need to be:icnowledgeable:
Knowledge of 94-02' is the responsibility of all teachers ,

and administrators; special educational services are no longer
the responSibility of one Or two people, :

ORGANIZATION

Because of the heavy demands in paper work, conferences, and
Coordination efforts, one needs to be highly organized. Without
good organization, the program will not work effectively.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

The administrator must know the law, how it affects the school,
and must be able to explain it to the school board and community.
Beleased time and inservice must be planned to help teachers
comply with the law. The administrator.mustinsist that the
program be carried, out by everyone yet must be sensitive to the'
frustrations and problems of teachers as they struggle to change.

The success of the program lies with- the ability to organize and to
change.

Good. Materials Don't Have to 'Cost a Mint

Many materials have been tried which work well. Do not hesitate to
write to larger school districts or contact regional service center's which
have,resources. Any materials ordered from commercial sources should be
ordered on approval. Many cost under $100 and can be uscd in a non-
consumable manner in order to save the district money. If the district_
cannot afford materials, it is possible to implement a good program by
adapting basal texts already used in the district which pay special
attention to learning styles of children.

It can be'.done, and you can do it.
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cAREO EDUCATION- in SHALL SCHOOLS

The process of ioltiating a -
p
areer education program is no different

from initiating any (ither, except that it can and should involve every
aspect of the curriculum in scale Way. After all, Preparing students for
the future is the edilat°r's reason f

In designing the Program and

for existence.

objectives , the administrator or the
career coordinator siAul d.sYstemtrally involve teachers, principals,'
counselors, students, parents., the board of education, and members of the
community. Often in Small school, a teacher interested, in career educa-
tion who _knows the ce°11.1 nitY and 11,4s

is designated to coo(4 Program.
a good rapport

the
With the entire staff

inate

Goals and objectives should be fully explained to all of the district
staff-administrators, teachers,

-

theY will
-

aides, secretaries
clthers. 'Students

, cooks, custodians,
bus drivers, and any
in the program and hey

dents must be well informed about changes
be affected. Well

and students can be the biggest asset in ellin a new ro ram; if they
are misinformed or upn,ormed, they can be the bi est liabilit .

Teachers and administrators the program should,i

ime. They should be
-

have adequate inservl e

involved di rectly ;
rl

and Prepa ration t
opportunity to visit iivilar programs in other schools,

given the
and specialists

should be brought in to assist them. They should be
.ng, and a--

encouraged to give
input for revising, epaodi programmending objectives'. If there
are people available with experience in career' education program devel-

opment, use them. i

As in any other program, star t on a small, so und basis and expand.
Start with teachers oho are interested and enthusiastic and let them
serve as examples to others Who are not as easily convinced.

Career education concepts hculd be incorporated into all areas of
the curriculum, with Attention to

5-
the academic, as Well as,the, vocational.

Regardlessfof the app roach us ed to do this, career education curriculum
activities should be student cente red, lively, varied

, and should contrib-
ute ,to career develoPmeo t and decis ion-making abilities of students. (

c
troer

Awareness
."-,--------,.....

(tirades K-6)

curriculum,In-a career-focuyed is not a separatecareer awareness
subject but is develoPed in each classroom within

leis
traditional subject

,matter areas. The seloolha of the sublect is changed

consideration of the r11Y occupationsions related to that
slomewhat to incorporate

topic. For instance,
on a regular science field trip, add career discussion b.: discussing which
occupations would need t o know what

y
scientific facts. Also, the dignity



Of work is stressed by examining contributions the varied. occupations make
to society. Children are encouraged to examine personal needs and pre-
ferences in relation to various occupations and actively participate in

making decisions that relate to their own career deVelopmept,

,discovering their occupational aptitudes and interests-,-.

identifying the way(s) they learn best,

expressing their self- awareness as it-relates to career develOp+-
ment, occupational interests and the role of the producer,

Career Exploration (Grades 7 -10).

Career exploration builds and provides an increasing depth of experi-
ences. A review of one's interests, aptitudes, attitudes, and abilities
as they relate to the many careers available is aided by such instruments
as the Ohio Vocational Interest Survey (OVIS), the General Aptitude Test
Battery (GATB) with Interest Check LiSt, and Kuder interest,Tests. To
increase benefits from the career exploration phase, there;,should be
orientation and in-depth, on-site exploratory experiences imp rekesenta-
tive occupations.

Guidance and counseling services are a myist throughoutthe career
selection prpcess, especially during the exploration phase': Development
of decision-Flaking skills' and sound career planning can give definite_
direction to the remaining years of formal schooling, even though plans
made at this stage are tentative.

Career Preparation (Grades 11 and 12)

Career preparation focuses on learning skills for a chosen career
area. Students are assisted to: -

apply their experience to solve daily problems,

develop leadership skills thrOugh participation in .a vocational
student organization (if applicable),.

develop acceptable job attitudes,

participate in a work'experience program,

develop skills and knowledge necessary for entry level employment
or advanced career and vocational training.
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Summary

The importantelements of. a 'career education program should:
/
( include adequate, articulated instruCtion in career awareness,'
exploration, and speci0c,pr6paration;'

.

,

reflect the activities, °Pinions, and demands of business. and
:industry,

use the interdiscipljnaty approach,

'meet the state minimum standards for graduation requirements,

allow each student to develop.careet, interests and abilities,

have written commitment by the board,

have a long-range plan,

have strong administrative support,

have representative, active advisory committees,

provide an opportunity for work experience,
, *

offer adequate guidance and counseling,

promote vocational student organizations,

have a good safety policy program and include safety instruction
in the curriculum,

evaluate, assess, and revise the program constantly.

'Career awareness, exploration, and preparation are vital in setting
and in reaching satisfying career goals. A mistake is madeqf youth is
told to base their decisions on how much money they will make. The
objective should be to help them find the kind of work they want to do.
Show students as many opportunities as possible for career choices, No
matter how hard an educator tries,if students are not interested, they
will not accomplish much. Stretch the imagination!

Whether it is planned or not, the students are, in essenc being
giv n career education in the schools. If there isn't a positive prOgram,
thj are being allowed to learn such poor':study and work habits that they

never lee successful in their careers.-
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khmere Career'EduCation'Project

An excellent source of career education information for small schools
is the Cashmere, Washington, career Education Project.' Their approach
focuses on the eight elements of cAlier education developed by the Compre-
hensive Career Education Model, Center.for Vocational Educbtion, Ohio
State University.2 The elem nts represent a framework that can be used
to Infuse careereducation concepts into existing curriculum in all dis-
ciplines and grade levels. Cashmere ),as developed curriculum guides3
and a. how-to-do-it guide for implementing career education in rural.
schools.4

'Miller, Barbara, editor, Career and Vocational Education for Small Schools.:
A Guide for Planning and Implementation, Small Schools Career Education
Development ProjeCt,'Oregon DepartMent of EduCation, 1977.

Aevelopmental Program Goals for the Comprehensive Career Education Model;'
(Preliminary Edition), c'erl/er for''Vocational Education, Ohio State
UniVersity, 1960 Kenney'lload, Columbus, Ohio 43210i 1972

3Cgreer Education Project, Cashmere School District, Cashmere, WA 98815.
Thre.Activity Guides; K-5; 6-8, 9 -'12
Advisory Committee, for Carter Education.
Language Arts & Career Education,'K-5,'6-8, 9-12
Social Science .& Career Education, K-5, 6-8, 9-12
Math s. Career Education,.K-8,
Science &_Career Education, K-8i-9-12
Vocational Education Courses and Career Education; 8-12
Spanish & CareermEducation, 9-12 -

Music & Career Education4.K-12
Art & Career Education, K-12
Health &Zareer.Education, K -1.2
Physical Education & Career Education, K-12

4Griffith, Bernie, The Original American Early Morning.PriMer, Cashmere
Career.Education Project, Cashmere School District, Cashmere,
Washington, n.d.
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,MEDIA SKILLS, K." 12

Patsy Jones
Culver-School District,

Culver, Oregon

The media program for K -12 developed in the Alsea School District
1

is based on the general theories that:,

the .inundation of media in .stu ents' lives is.a force to be accepted.
and studied rather'than ignore or devalued;

411,

the most effective defense against lack of critical awareness of the
media barrage is education;

the most effective method for teaching critical awareness is-eiPerien.--

ThuS; it is designed to provide Creative',experiences on various types of
media.at the earliest possible levels. Emphasis in each media experience,
is on-:

logic - putting' ideas and events in.order,

research - finding and assimilating available materials into
projects,

creativity accepting and rewarding imagination through the vehicle
of media,

group effectiveness working cooperatively to make the most of
group member's skills,

pride and enjoyment - sharing an effective finished project in the
Teal world.

In a small media ,center such as Alsea's that serves K through 12 with
an active program, time management or scheduling is essential. AlK.4emen-
tary students have regularly scheduled time in the center each week, while
high school students are also there for class work, research, and study
halls. This maximum usage can'be accomplished by scheduling groups of
children rather than bringing in an entire class at one time.

A self-operated system allows all but the kindergarten students to
check out books without help An individual book pocket is made for each
student. When books are the,' i out, boys and girls sign the cards and
put them in their own pockets. If there is adequate wall space, pockets
for each class can be placed on bulletin ards. If not, use flip charts
made of poster board with pockets for ea h class on a different page.
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Every student has .formal training in library skills through an
individualized program. A separate manilla folder contains copies of
study sheets designed to teach each skill. Students take pre-tests,
then progress at their own rate through the skill sheets. When they
are ready, they take the post-test and go on to their media projects.

Library skills instruction is prepared on three levels which are
Used from second grade through high schdol.- Second graders work through
the Level 1 ski.lis with the teacher's help, but third graders can sio
them alone. Fifth graders probably need teacher help with Leyel 2, but,
sixth graders can work independently. Level 3 is for early high school.
An the firt two years of an individualized progr'am, -all students in the
school would take the skills instruct icon.

Media projects vary considerably. Sharing books and stories is dbne
in grades .2 through 8. Some of the many ways students share are by:'

copying, illustrations to use on an overhead projectbr,

making posters to advertise favorites,

making awards for characters in the stories,

making Maps to show'where events took place,

having treasure hunts for hard-to-find places in the story,

making collages of emotions found in the stories,

making shadow boxes,

making story rolls on paper and rollin'g'-them through facial tissue
boxes with sticks.

Student-made media productions give elementary children' experience
so they realize it is a mechanized. process and not magic. They learn it
is something they cane really do. A slide -tape is an excellent medium; ,

it looks priqfPAsional even though it is the students' own work. Film
strips, video tape, photo reports and reader's theatre with story and
sound effects on tape (like old-time radio) are also good.

Puppet production is good for the )elementary grades. Puppets can be
made using Styrofoam heads covered with glue-type paper mache: After
the heads dry, faces can be painted, and the puppets dressed with cloth-
ing made from scraps of fabric. Children like to act out the stories,
and puppet shows should be given for an audience.

For kindergarten and first grade, there should be lots of story telling
and craft ideas. Collages are good. Video tape can,be used to capture
dramatizations.
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,JUnloi:bigh-and high school students study the commercial multi-
Medla's (TV and magazines) effects on valUes.; Journalism skills can
A:iepraCtiCed by prodUdinj a newspaper. In high,achoolthe:FOx Fire
-type magatine proVides excellent experience of 411therinaand publishing
ajocal, oral history of the community.

1,PaisY'Joni4 developed the K -12 Media. Pram at Alsea School District.

MUSLC

. DelmerAebisther
Oregon Department of Education

Salem, Oregon
4

For music teachers, like everyone else, goal setting is essential for
maximum achievement in all categories of a person's life--personal, family,
work, church or community.. Sept goals- in each of these realms and see where
cross-overs occur between them. Schedule activities eachweek that will
help achieve, in'part, the consumation of those. goals. Review goals fre-
qUently; if you are not writing activities to he'lp reach all of your, goals,
either rethink your goals or rethink your activities.

Make a "to do" list. All busy people do this when they're under
pressure, but when the pressure is off, lists are usually forgotten. It
has been found that at least 20 percent more productivity can be achieved
by each person who consistently uses "to do" lists.

Prioritize your work plan. Be sure that if something is a priority
you devote time to it. You will need to schedule large jobs, Allot a
certain amount of time regularly to move the large job forward a few
degrees. As the project nears completion, larger blocks of time will
need to be scheduled. Remember, emergencies are going to,arise, so in
scheduling your day, it is important that some room be left for dealing
with them. Don't fill your time so completely that you leave no leeway

A helpful method for presenting mate 1 to an administrator, staff,
or school board is SOPPADA. S is Subjec 0, Objective; P, Present
situation; P, Proposal; A, Advantages; ,' isadvantages; and A is Action.
In, preparing your presentation, look at each of the categories--SOPPADA.
Identify specifically what it is you want to do.. If the advantages out-
weigh the disadvantages, go ahead and present it If they do not, you
probably will need to rethink your proposal.
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-1.0kelm, Alan, How to'G t Control -of Your Time and Your 1.1-fe, Signet";
New York, 1973

.Mackenzie," R. Alec, The Time Trap, Amacom, New York, 1972

Vocal Music.

Douglas Anderson,.'
.McMinnvilleiagh School

: McMinnville; Oregon

In many small schools the teacher assigned to teach choral music
may have a background in instrumsptal or elementary techniques only.
Because these teachers have a-mtiiic background it is erroneously assumed
they are knowledgeable in choral techniques as well.

The key to good choral singing lies in correct vowel placement.
Accurate pitch is essential; inaccurate pitch stems from poor vowel place
ment and lack of intense concern for interval accuracy. WarM-up exer-
cises can be used, such as the descending scale in the rhythm of "Joy to
the World;" then, use the same exercise in a round; then,-in a round in
swing style using a dotted eighth and sixteenth note rhythmic pattern and
"Sha-ba-da-ba" syllables.

In organizing a choir, it is necessary to listen to all voices and
to place them in the proper section. You may want to use a seating order
based on highness and lightness of voice and lowness and richness of voice.

In selecting, music, watch ranges very carefully; since there may be
only a small number in the group, .a larger percentage of the choir must be
able to sing it. Numbers of parts will be fewer. Small choirs have the
best results using literature emphasizing diction and basic tone control.
Accompaniment is extremely important. It must be appropriate for the people
singing, and it cannot, be too dif(fjicult. Look for music which allows stu-
dents to show musicianship. Frequently small choirs sing lots.,-.6f music
the instructor ordinarily would not select, simply because of student inter-
est. There must be a good balance so the students learn the music of the
masters, too.

The music teacher's'hardest job is selection of proper music for the
particular group. There is no known shortcut. It cannot all be done by
mail. All,successful music teachers go to music stores for reading sessions
and order things on approval from catalogs. Several days each year need. 'Ns
to be set aside for reading music.
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General Music

Paula. Winans
Schiele Elementary School

SaleM,. Oregon

-
.

.. S_Opgnexperience games l comprised of singing., moveMent, communica!'.
tion, and languagearts,explorationare teaching tools which facilitate
musical and nonmusical learning. 'ylaying rthe games:

Helps to build chfldren's self-image, partiaularly name, games,

Creaies an awareness of other group members and develops positive
social-commOnication skills,

Lets children use their bodies as musical' instruments by'singing and
moving; this combination of movement with song leads to free, re-
laxed, beautiful singing and the development of gross and fine motor
skills,

Facilitates auditory perception,

Facilitates visual perception,

facilitates music'reading skills,

Helps children learn'to make decisions and choices,

Helps children explore concepts of speed, distance, time and space,

Makes learning fun.

A recommended activity is mapping. A map is the unique symbolization
by each child of a song. Maps can be drawn in the air with body parts,
'through space with the whole body, or on large sheets of paper with flow
pens. Children try to follow their own maps, and they also uft one another's
symbols, thus reading other's interpretations of songs. Making and following
many maps develops their visual-aural-motor coordination, builds self -
confidence and motivates children to sing.

Two important aspects to remember are to play the games with as little
talking about what is going to be done as possible. Let children learn
by watching and experiencing. Modify the games in any manner, necessary to
meet individual needs of each child and each group of children.

Richards, Mary Helen and staff, Richards Institute of Music Education and
Research, 149 Corte Madera Road, Portola Valley,California 94025:
The Music Language: Part One, 1973
The Music Language: Part Two, 1974
Aesthetic Foundations for Thinking: Part One, 1977

4
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USING'THE NEWSPAPER AS A TEACHING RESOURCE_

Mari1yri son
lane County, Education Service District

Eugene, Oregon

The newspaper is a readily' available resource that can help develop
reading, wr,iiing, thinking, and computing skill's., It Os Usable at all
gradelei/e1S1$nd in most, if ndt'atl, subject areas tcPVromote-ski,11-s
in:reasoningand problem solving.

1

For example, by comparing the content and format oftseveral differ-
dri.. t articles 14 one newspaper or of different newspaperS:, students can
develop skill ko ,recognizing relationships. There ae''.3;variety of activ-

.

ities that involve classifying, categorizing, and reorOnizing.newspaper
content. Primary students can use the newspaper to learnJrom the letters,

ds, numbers, pictures and paragraphs that contain today's news.
\,...,

Rights and responsibilities of the free press can be explained and
evaluated through actual examples from newspapers. Criti -cal reading skills
seem to improve as students gain experience in challenging and questioning
the motives of, nee makers and hewswriters.

A wealth of materials are available at modest cost to assist teachers
r

of kindergarten thr'ough.'adult education in most
disciplines,' or teachers

can design their awn.

'Bibliography: Newsprer: in Education Publicatiohs, American Newspaper
Publishers Associstion.Foundation, PO Box 17407, Dulles International
Airport, Washington, 15c 20041

Price list and order forril,1NIC Publications, PO Box 222, Eugene, OR
97402
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READING FOR SLOW LEARNERS

,

Paula Guiles
(N

Oregon State School for the Deaf
Salem, Oregon

and

Joan LaChapelie
Salem School District

Salem, Oregon

The-slow learner and the language disabled,child often have the same
observable characteristics:_

language development is obviously delayed,

children work behind their peers in language and reading
acquisition; they work slowly and are unable to generalize
what they, learn,

the vast majority are boys,

these children often come from the low socio- economic strata pf
society where lock of early language or reading stimulation is
evident.

The only universal characteristic of the slow learner is the signif-
icantly reduced performance in reading, spoken language, writing and
mathematics skills. This deficit demands highly structured, individualized
instruction.

The teacher who inherits one of these "different Students" should
determine whether or not the present level of educational service is
improving the functioning of the child. It is imperative that a regular
elementary teacher ottemptilig to educate the slqw learner gain proficiency
in individualizing instruction, behavior modification, adaptation'of
materials, and ,the efficient deployment of specialized assistance from
the EduCatNapCorvice District, county health service," or any other avail--;
able source which might provide a special educator, communications disorders
specialist, or psycholOgist.

Writing a task analysis is recommemW for meeting each student's
needs. In writing the analysis, first, determine the terminal objective.
Isolate a specific skill the stud&it needs to know, then break down that
isolated skill into o number of "steps." Each step should bring the
student closer to achieving the terminal objective.

Prescriptive teaching is on organized method of teaching, des,igned
to increase o student's sLIIi development. 'Prescribe" meansliterally"to

A



-write beforehand." "Prescriptive" means to set down direction. The
.prescriptive teaching method designS effective programs that meet the
prescrl,bed" academic and social needs of a student. The teacher must
know exactly what the child knows or does not know. tnstruction is
dependent on the assessment of what the student does not know. Teaching
.in this way is highly efficient with a minimum amount of time wasted on
covering skills when children do not need them or are not ready for them.

The Distar Reading Program 1 is practical because it provi es an oppor-
tunity to meet individual students' needs while they are bei taught in
a group setting. The teacher's prescriptive program is provided in a
neat package, allowing the teacher to spend the minimum time developing
a program and the maximum time teaching.

Modification of the Distar program is sometimes netessary. A teacher
can modify it in the following ways:

1. Determine the objective of a lesson
Eliminate such "trimmings" as excess or unnecessary language.
Concentrate on the specific task

or

2. Determine the objective
Write.a supplementary or additional step to clarify the

information for the student

or

Determine., the objective

Write on intermediate step that makes the step from one
objective to the next a-smaller one

A phonetic approach to reading is designed to teach or to improve
word deciphering skills. Advocates of the phonetic approach feel that
learning to associate the letters in the printed word with speech sopnds
is the most consistent me:41ns of learning to read.

One program, the Back to Basics Program,2 requires 30 to 40 minutes
.

of doily drill in the deciphering of 2,500 words. The teaching goals should
begin with the teaching of the sound of single letters, then letter com-
binations, word endings, and common suffixes.

Behavior is controlled by its consequences. Behaviors that have plea-:
sant consequences ore more likely to he repeated; t°host that have un-
pleosant con sequences are less likely to be repeated. Behovior management
Increases the number Of Oleasant consequences simultaneously, providing
opportunity for the corresponding appropriate behaviors.

The classroom should be sot up in such a way as: (1) to offer group-
.

ing of students with similar needs, (2) to provide for individualization
of instruction_with each group, (3) to provide for independent activity



or study, and (4) to regroup ass needed. This can be accomplished by use
of:

behavior assessments,

behavior programs,

reinforcement systems,

data methods,

criterion of acceptable behavior,

evaluation of student progress,

terminal behaviral objectives.
c

Materials needed are:

perscriptive programs for instruction,

behavioral program,

data collecting system7-charis, graphs,

reinforcers available--tokens stars,

assessment tests;

individual activity projects,

method of displaying programs or makin( g programs accessible.
each child such as clipboards, notebooks.

A well organized classroom encourages students to develop good wort
and study habits.. A classroom with 'each day's materials prepared and
ready for use will eliminate the habit of giving the students "busy work"
while the teacher prepares the lesson.

The work area should be separated frbm the play or activity area.
. An area for small group work should be set up so that a teacher can
watch everything that's happening in the classroom while working with
the small group.

Functional visual problems often affect.the poor or nonreader. One's
perception of the world is a function of the way onesees it, and behavior
is, in part,-dependent on vision. Important vision requirements for a
reader are adequate eye muscle action, depth perception, focusing ability
and eye coordination. Any suspected vision problems-should be referred
to specialists available to the school and discussed with parents.

1 Distar, an'Instructionol System by Siegfried Engelmann and Doug Carnine,
Science ResearCh Associates Inc., Chicago: 1976

2
1lack to Basi'cs Publication, fox 958, Beaverton, OR 97005, Copyright

1977 by Novena' Forbes
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:;SCIENCE FUN

James Hyer
Cascade Junior High School

Eugene, Oregon

Lectures and reading are vital parts of the process of learning, but
another essential element is,experiencing an event. Learning the ideal
way--through a combination of lecture, reading, and experience--is most
readily realizable in the sciences. Indeed, science has little meaning
unless the student makes first-hand contact with science realities.

It isn't necessary to be an astronaut journeying to the moon to find
rocks from outer space, or to be All Baba prowling the caves of the forty
thieves to find beautiful gems: these marvelous things may be found
around the school or in a handful of sand.

_The wonders of nature are hiding all around and can be discovered by
using the eyes, ears, nose, and the tips of the fingers. For instance,
there are specks of meteorites in the gutters that drain the rain water
from the roof, and there are zircons and garnets--very tiny, but very
real--in the sand from a lake or ocean beach.

Give young children,a taste of the joy of discovery by usin6 (with
a minimum of expense) ordinary, safe materials found around their school,
home and garden,-,-With empty cans and jars, piecesPof thread and rubber
bands, toy balloonS and slices of bread, nuts and bolts, soap and water,
flies and spiders, they can make a thermometer that uses water instead
of mercury; an empty coffee tin perform in mysterious ways; a toy boat
that runs on a chunk of soap; transform small lengths of thread into
tiny, charmed "snakes;" and seolreal, live cannibals do their thing in
a jar.

Such activities can be of lasting value, since they help familiarize
children with the processes and techniques of science, generate new
insights and positive feelings about the subject and develop confidence
in their ability to deal with raw data. Most importantly, it will expose
them to the experiences of direct, personal observation, the dimension
of learning that makes possible original, creative work--one of the
highest goals of education.

1 Hyer, James and Mildred, Science run, David McKay Company,. New York,
1973
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sTUDJES: 01E OF THE BASICS

Harvey 0. Bennett
EaytQrn Oregon State College

La Grande, Oregon
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social control,
morality,
change,
difference,
needs,
interdependence,
power,
scarcity,
life style,
citizenship,

`equality /inequality,
rights and responsibilities,
culture,
decision making and choice,
dignity of individuals,
irdpstrialization/urbanization,
reSburces,
religion,
habitat/occupance,
technology,
environment.

Skills in social studies have been ably stated in many publications.
Important among those is the 1969 yearbook of the National Council for
the Social Studies.3 That yearbook provides background readings and
listings of both shared and major responsibility skills.

Skills are developed through acts, as are concepts.. Acts involve
the learner in a process that provides experience with ideas and their
manipulation, as well as with physical processes. For an act to produce
a skill or highlight a concept, it requires debriefing. This important
part of social studies teaching allows the students to communicate their
learning to others and provides a checkpoint for teacher evaluatiOn.
One excellent way to structure such skill and concept lessons is listed
in the fifteen steps 'below:

WHEN YOU ARE TRYING 10 CREATE, DO YOU?

I. Bring Li object for the kids to
touch and smell?

6

2. Let the kids tell you something about the object?

3. Encourage them to ask questions about the object and wait at
least one minute while they think?

4. Write their rrsponses on the board, then have the students
compare and classify their respOtises?

5. Maintain the interest of kids hy limiting the amount of informa-
tionikou provide by answering only their immediate questions'?

view and touch; view,



6.. Teach. through local connections and analogies that capitalize.
on their world of experience?

7.. Use the responses you have received as a basis for teaching
the lesson?

8. Encourage them to communicate at their own vocabulary level?

9. Have them rephrase their statements leading toward a concept
or idea?

10. Allow their questions to help develop the concepts of time,
place, scale, and culture?

70.

11. Show a second,visual object that permits kids to see change?

12. Direct them from specific events and objects toward generaliza-
tions and/or themes?

13. Allow for a variety of experiences and integrate the materials
of the social studies with other subjects?

14. Motivate kids. enough so they will continue to search and to seek
on their own?

15. Debrief the class; do you have' a discussion that helps students
to state those things that they have learned from a lesson or
lessons?

Finally, teachers of the social studies, whether elementary or
secondary, need to recognize that a concept-based, skill-developed pro-,
gram has to have its content learned through the common ideas which all
cultures share. James Haptula, in a September, 1,975, article in the
Journal of Geography, cites 20 commonalities that teachers can use as
"content orpnizers,"."materials developers" and "concept/analogy
producers." They are:

CULTURES SHARE:

1. A common geographic location? Climate? Topography? Soil?
Mineral resources? Fauna? Flora?

2. A common population? Birth and death rates? Racial affinities?
Population policy?

Common modes of dress? Adornment?

4. A common quest for food? Patiern of food consumption?

5. A common life cycle of infancy? Childhood? Adolescence?
Adulthood? Old age?



. A common process of socialization? Education?

Common ideas of law? Religion? Numbers and measurements?
Exact knowledge? Nature and man?

8. Common building techniques? Machines? Tolls and appliances?
Equipment? Devices for communication and transportation?

9. A common pattern of settlement? Exploitive activities?
Ownership of property?

10. A common community structure? Social stratification? Owner-
ship of property?

11. Common territorial organization? Organization of the state7p
Government activities? Political behaviours?

12. Common practices in the administration of justice? Protection
of minority rights? Identification of offenses and sanctions?
Use of armed force?

13 Common recreational activities? Fine arts? Entertainment?

14. Common behavior procests and personality? Living standards
and routines? Individuation and mobility? Interpersonal
relations?

15. Common customs of marriage? Organization of the family? Kinship.
systems? Kin groups?

16. Common behaviors toward sex? Reproduction? Death?

17. A common ecclesiastical organization? Religious practices?
Shrines and sacred places?

18. A common history? Language? Record of the past?

19. Common problems of health? Sickness? Welfare? Social problems?
War?

20. A common ethnocentrism?

The student should not be expected to go ahead of the teacher%
Teachers Must ponder the suggested concepts of the social studies curric-
ula. They must learn to soe social studies as valuable links in concept,
ski11, language and otherwise basic human understandings.



1Suchman, Richard, Newsletter, Society for Basic Education, November 1976
2
Elementary and Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools, Part 2, Oregon

Department of Education, Salem, Oregon, 1977

3National Council for Social Studies, l96 Yearbook, (Appendix) "Skill
Development in Social. Studies," Helen McCracken Carpenter, Editor

4Hantula, James, "Use of Analogy as a Curriculum Tool," from the Geogra-
phy Teachers Forum, Journal of Geography; September 1975, pp 326-328
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WORKING WITH WRITING.

Patty Stone Wixon, et al 1

Oregon Writing Project
Central Point, Oregon

Writing helps students to clarify their thinking and to learn
better.

A new approach to improving student writing.at alljvade levels
is being developed by the Oregon Writing Project, modefed after the
successful Bay Area Writing Project, University of California at
Berkeley.

The basic philosophy of/both projects is that (1) teachers of
writing must be familiar with the writing process; and (2) teachers
of writing can best teach other, teachers what is most successful in
teaching-writing; this can best be accomplished by writing. Project
_teachers are from all grade levels and, several disciplines, not just
language arts. They work together in writing workshops to improve
their own writing and to share successful ways of teaching their students
to write.

Editing Grips and Peer Evaluation

The project believes making writing public improves writing.
Students shouldn't write just for a teacher expecting the teacher to
be the editor and corrector. When students use editing groups to'
discuss their writing aloud, they learn to edit and.to revise their
own work, a skill they can carry into all their classrooms and after
graduation when the teacher isn't there.

In editing groups, students write first drafts which are reviewed
by fellow. stddents.. Students read aloud papers to each other, make
comments, and help one another improve their papers, Final drafts are
gr aded by the teacher.

The teacher tries to build in as many activities as-possible to teach
critical- judgment by reading two papers and asking students why one is
more effective than the other, for example. Trust building and good
classroom climate are essential in making this work.

Peer evaluation helps students write better papers and builds
critical judgment skills. This process can he used at the sixth grade
level and above, and it is especially suited to creative and basic
writing courses in high school.

w.
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Sentence-Combining

Sentence-combining2 helps students develop skill in writing more
mature sentences by putting kernel sentences.together, then moving
from sentence forming to paragraph linking. Time spent on sentence-
combining exercises pays off because, as research at Miami of. Ohio
shows, sentence-combining transfers to student writing and is retained.

Sentence-combining uses speech, the primary language system, to
he)p with writing. Students say the words albud to each other hea*ing
word combinations as they work in pairs or small groups. Theis-often

ruse transparencies or large sheets of'paper and flow pens to record
their combinations.

A big benefit is that students hear and.see all the ot rs working
on the assignment using the s me words but combining them in different
ways. This points up that writ ng is problem-solving, making choices.
Along with choices, students s e the most important thing is to try to
say most effectively what they want to say.

Although students are using someone else's words, they still produce
something they feel is theirs, but don't feel as vulnerable as they would
have felt if they had been using their own words. Therefore, it is.a
good way for the teacher to talk about paragraphs, the mechanics of
sentence construction, and spelling.

Sentence-combining is fun. Students enjoy it, and they like to
share their work. It can begin to show transfer to individual writing
as early as the fourth grade. Sentence combining is an adjunct to compo-
sition*it should be used in addition to students producing their own
words.

Getting the Reluctant Reader to Write

Think about something that is hateful to do. Being forced to do
it over and over again won't make it more likeable. Chances are, the
reason people don't like doing it is because they don't do it well. -

Students often hate to write because they experience continual
failure. "Unwriting" assignments can develop student confidence in
writing. One is the dittoed.tee-shirt. A picture of a blank tee-
shirt is given to students with the assignment to cut out things from
magazines to put on the tree- shirts which describe therliselves--their
interests, hobbies, favorite hand or food. Or, they are asked to draw
a head above the tee-shirt silhouette, then to write'a one or two-word
description' of any person in the room, add one or two more words of
description, and to 'hand the paper to the teacher who will try to guess
who was described.
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Large posters or pictures can be used for story telling. Students'
thoughts can be recorded on the blackboard as they develop the story.
Then students at their desks write their versions of how the story should
end.

Positive rewards for writing prove to the reluctant reader and writer
that writing can be worthwhile. Certificates of accomplishment can tell
students in a catchy way that they have done a good job. Or, instead
of grading papers, a stamp or script (in various denominations of. It to
500 can be used to reward students for good work as.if hey were paid
authors. Periodically "sales" of trinkets from the teacher's closet
give students an opportunity "to spend" their accumulated script.

Creative Dramatics Exercises: Warm-ups Into Writing

S udents Can become aware of themselves and others by acting out
their feelings or how they think others might feel. One warm-up is
to have students stand in a circle and play "hot potato" with, a bean
bag, then pretend they are a bean bag. How)would they feel if someone
were throwing them about? How would they feel if they were a snowball?
How does a tree feel stretching and bending? Sessions can be held in
which students critique each other's imitations. After exercises3 like
these, it is easier for them to write down their thoughts.

Students can also keep daily journals on how they feel about them-
selves, how their day is going. They should be given time at the end of
each day (or each class period) to make entries, in their journals.

:Film Script Writing from Short Stories and Poetry

Short stories andpoetry are excellent bases for students' to use
in developing scripts for filmmaking. 9 Students may also write haiku
and use film to interpret it. Films for short stories .or Poems usually
run 3 to 5 minutes; haiku interpretations might run only 15- to'30 seconds.
These activities help students to think visually.

Film making doesn't have to be costly. A good way to get started
inexpensively is by.using students' or teachers' cameras or a video
tape recorder. Video tape production isn't, as smooth as film. production
because it isn't edited, but it is a good starter. .Shopping for film
and processlng bargains helps to keep the cost down.

* *

The Oregon Writing Project is funded by state Title. IV Part C funds
and money from the National.Endowment through the Humanities from the
writing project in Berkeley. There are 1e3 primary writing project sites
throughout the nation; information about them can be obtained from the
Bay. Area Writing Project at University of California,'Berkeley, California.
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1This summary prepared from wTitt n materials from OWP Dirtector
Patty Stone Eixon and intervi ws with Vince Wixon, Dick Jaskowski,
Tom Tyler, Betty Hamilton, Joy Schaefer, and Mike Markee.

ti

2Strong, William, Sentence Combining New York: Random HOuse 1973

3Moffitt, hteraction: A Student-Centered Language Art and Reading
Program Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1973, Level 2

4Coynik, David, Movie Making, Chicago: Loyale University Press 1974
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N, Barbara Miller has been 0osely connected with education and
small school concerns for a niv/iperdf years. She has been associated
with the Oregon Institute of Ttchliology end ,the Salem School_District,
Oregon. Presently she is the Adoinistrative Assistant to the Oregon
Small Schools Association and haS':been since/its incorporation,
July 1974. Prior to that she beldqthe position of Administrative
Assistant for seven years witkahe Oregon Small Schools Program (an
ESEA project, Title III).

Her present duties inc1u4e a wide range of writing and editing
responsibilities as well as planning and organizing a variety of cony'
ferences, small school sessions and meetings.

, Donald F. Miller serves as Via` Small Schools Specialist with the
Oregon Department of Educationi. Among the positions he has held are,
the following: Director of, the-Oregoln Small Schools Program, a Title
lll., ESEA Project.; Dissemination Specialist (Title III, ESEA, Depart-
merit- 9f Education); Assj,Stan plirector, Oregon, Small Schobls Program,
and High °SchooTOrincip&lv D t n, Oregon.

Mrs Miller is ari-Ad\;,is6,.; oaeb Member of ERIC/CRESS, the Oregon
AssOcratlon of,.SeCondary Schoo dmil)istrators, the National Association
of Secondary SchoolAdmkilistrators, and the National Rural/Regional
EducatTon Association.
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